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public background

	It is shortly after the lost weeks.  There have been some earthquakes in Longview, Texas.  

	Tabloid journals have carried interviews from psychics about ley lines.

	The gravitational and magnetic map of the world has shifted significantly.  Satellite and recon 
mapping is being used to generate new maps.  Anti-war demonstrators are attempting to block any 
creation of the new maps.

	There are rumors of several secret societies and conspiracies that have attempted to control 
the world.  One of those that rings a bell is "the nine hidden masters."

	There have been reports of giant serpents or wyrms rising out of the earth.

private background

	The sorcerers in the group sense the re-emergence of the leynd lines.  One that runs through 
Shrieveport, Louisiana appears to also run through Longview, Texas.  It would be an excellent spot 
to try magics.

	At least two members of the group have dreams indicating that they should go to Longview.

	The National Response Team asks James Key to send his shadow to Longview.  James tries 
to explain that he no longer has a controlled shadow, but does pass the message along.

	Somewhere in the Southern United States, a breach through shadow into chaos occurred.  
The echoes disturb every one of the Companions (and Mark Gold).

what happened

	Two separate things happened.  First, Mark Gregory (see the scenario with Alfar.002, 
intended to follow this scenario) has accidentally cast a chaos summoning and shaping spell.

	Second, and relevant to this scenario, a Dtagga gene-descendant came of age.  This individual 
was 45 at the time and deeply involved in drugs and false magic.  She did not know the magic was 
false.

	When the chaos returned and the magic returned, Mixie Quinn began to have evil dreams and 
to change shape in her sleep.  She saw herself as the embodiment of all she had sought.  Mixie 
revealed in the thought that she might have a destiny far beyond speed and crystal.

	Seeking deeper sorcerous knowledge, she found some.  She learned how to summon force 
from the true chaos that lies beyond shadow.  This is unFormed substance, far removed from the natural chaos stuff filtering into the material world.

	She planned and she sacrificed.  Five of her drug buddies died to provide the blood for the 
five pointed unFinished star with which she summoned chaos.  Chaos came.

	It came in the form of the worm, aided and shaped by Gregory's unwitting spell casting and 
by the plots of the swart alfar.  In the form of the worm it overcame her and consumed her.  Nothing 
was left of Mixie.
 
	Worse, Mixie had picked the head of a leynd line to fuel her sorcery.  The chaos spawn that 
ate her soul fastened onto the leynd line and embodied in it.  The shifting of the possessed leynd line 
head caused the earthquakes and threatens to cause much more damage.

major opponent

SIZ  300 //   30
STR  250 //   25
CON  140 //   14
CHA   13 //   11
APP  -40 //   -4
DEX   16 //   16
INT    7 //    3
POW   85 //   17
SAN    0%

771 points for chaos shapings

	Talons, +36d6 to damage +90% to hit
	Armor, 100 pts kinetic, 200 points radiation, 300 points electrical.
	Seeing, 300% chance to see invisible, 400% chance to see in dark, 100% chance to know 
hidden weaknesses.
	Natural armor, 30 pts of slime.

     Chaos afflictions:

          regenerate, 20 pts per day
          poison teeth, 12 potency poison
          slime, 12 potency poison trails
          poison breath, 12 potency x 600meters3 area
          hunger, troubled sleep
          5 power earthquakes, three per lunar month

	Leynd line earth wyrm chaos spawn.  Except for the chaos and the negative numbers, typical 
for an earth wyrm embodiment of a leynd line.

solutions

	The characters can engage in a horrendous fight.  They will probably lose even if they lure 
the wyrm away from Longview.  Away from the leynd line its chaos shaping powers, strength and 
charisma are divided by 9.

	However, there are a number of clues that the characters can trace down.  Solving the clues 
will reduce the danger level considerably.

	1--the neo-satanic church claims credit for the earthquake.  Every tabloid has carried the 
story.  If questioned they will tell all and sundry that a member, Mixie Quinn, has been deified by 
the power of the great serpent.

	2--Mixie's house has been cordoned off by the police.  Blood stained knives and an ancient 
grimoire were found there.  Mixie is missing.

	3--Five low level drug pushers have disappeared.  All were members of the neo-satanic 
church.  The church's coven master has been complaining to the press that the police killed the 
missing members.  It is the talk on the street among addicts & such.
 	4--The local library had all three of its books on magic stolen.  One of those was the grimoire 
found at Mixie's house.  It is available through interlibrary loan or could be found in Dallas or 
Shrieveport.  The librarian will volunteer all of this.

	5--Mixie owns property in the great swamp/"lake of mystery" state park near the Louisiana 
border.  She regularly gets taxed for it by the local city tax authorities even though it is in a different 
county because she recorded the deed locally.  

	6--the "lake of mystery" state park is infested with psychics and potential magic-users, 
apparently being a strong leynd line site.  A large group is holding a festival and engaging in a 
number of ceremonies.  

notes

	1--each of the victims buried with proper rites will reduce the wyrm's strength by 20%.  The 
bodies are scattered throughout the swamp on Mixie's property, the blood is in the unFinished five 
point star in her house on that property.

	2--the grimoire has a banishing spell for worm-related chaos.  It will reduce the POW and 
INT of the wyrm by 50% and will banish all of the chaos afflictions from the wyrm.

	3--there are rituals to tame and master wyrms.  These will reduce the POW of the wyrm by 
90% for the purposes of any spell cast by one who participated during the following lunar month.  


	The crack pots and crazies at the lake include a few who know what they are doing and who are holding one of these rituals.

	4--Mixie Quinn is Mixie's true name.  Any spell cast regarding the wyrm using that name will 
have twice the effect and twice the chance of success as will any chaos shaping or magical device 
employed under that name.

methodology

	The characters should be able to talk to the police, the librarian, the county records and the 
neo-satanists in the first few days.  From there they should have the chance to go to the lake of 
mystery to either visit with the crack pots or to explore the cabin.

	They should discover clues as to "as it is raised up, so is it put down" and specifics involving 
the bodies.  The rites are in the grimoire the police have, in the copies at the various libraries and on 
photocopies in the cabin.  

	The bodies are concealed, but could be found using dogs, spells, tracking, etc.  Each of the 
bodies is concealed differently (one is buried under rocks, one in the swamp, one weighted with 
stones and dropped, one in a tree and one burned and in an urn).

	In the magic festival, the ones who know what they are doing will be noticeable.  They are 
possessed of chaos shapings and have swart alfar blood.  The party should be able to identify and 
deal with the "non-humans" in a civil manner.

	The swart alfar are looking for magical knowledge and trying to get the feel for things.  They 
would like for someone to take care of the earth wyrm problem and share their ceremony. 

play pattern

	The players should search for clues, identify the real problem, realize that they need to 
prepare, make preparations and then finish what is left by combat.  

	Upon the "slaying" of the wyrm it will dissolve into the leynd line and the chaos portions will 
burn into nothingness.  In addition to whatever player points are gained, each character who 
participated in slaying the wyrm will receive a temporary boost of 6d6 magic points that will last 
until used or until the lunar month ends.

notes

	This scenario is basically exploration and problem solving with some combat.  The players 
should realize that there are a number of naturally occurring forces that are out of their league 
without help.

	The amount of melee and combat can be controlled easily.  If your players demand a great 
deal, let them fight with neo-satanists, rogue police officers, minor chaos spawn, crazed crack pots, swamp monsters and unDead bodies.  Toss in a few ghosts and a hostile swart alfar or two.

	If the players like problem solving and clue finding, bury the clues deeply and make the 
characters go through several levels to find them.  Toss in a few more magic items, such as a golden 
plow to reclaim the area poisoned by the slime, rune masks to counter the poison breath, flint earth 
spears to pin the wyrm to the land, sky magics that will temporarily blind or confuse an earth power, 
etc.

	Make all of the magics one-shot, single use items that apply only to wyrms created by leynd 
lines.  You can bring up that kind of trouble again and force the characters to recreate all of the tools 
they used, especially if there is no unFormed chaos involved (and thus no bodies to use to reduce it).

addenda

     This scenario introduces the characters to leynd lines, to earth powers, to the swart alfar, to the 
different types of chaos and to the neo-satanic church and other crazies.  It also allows them to do 
something that will give them a positive note on the fed level (<<file note, FBI data base:  **.xx 
helped Key's shadow resolve that mess in Longview).

	This scenario also provides a tie-in to alfar.002.

